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Flood Relief Activities  

As  kerala witnessed flood during the month of 

June, Nature club took an active part in helping those 

who are in need. Our instuition was a collection unit for 

organizing and sending the necessary items to the flood 

affected victims of certain area .Two students collected a 

sum of Rs.1000 from their  neighboring area and they 

were supported by the group members thus collecting and bringing the essential items like 

bottled water ,innerwear ,lotions ,brooms ,biscuits ,napkins etc. The volunteer of the group 

handed a pack of bottled water to our principal Dr. 

P .Nazeer and inaugurated the activity .The sum of 

Rupees 1000 was also handed over to the principal 

thereby initiating to buy the essential items to be 

delivered to the camp. 

Swatch Bharat Abhiyan mission  

The club conducted a campaign on july 21,2019 to 

learn the  facilities and  shortcomings of Anganawaadis 

.The team visited the Anganawadi of uliyangode and 

Chandakunnu respectively. The students interacted with 

the kids,  teachers and ward member of that particular 

anganawaadi.  

 

  



Visiting and Collection of Herbal plants from Vazuthana farm, Palode 

The  nature club coordinator and volunteer's 

visited Vazuthana farm ,Palode. The officer gave a 

simple talk on herbal plants and how it is beneficial 

to this advanced world .Some Herbal plants were 

collected  and planted in vases. 

  

Planting in vases 

 

 

 

Donating clothes in old age home 

Nature club in assosiation with NSS donated dress materials for the needy from the member 

Abhiraj  to the volunteer Ijas Khan. 

 Triangular plot 

The triangular plot meant for nature club was cleaned and planted chillies of various kind on 1st 

November,2019.The herbal vases were arranged neatly by the club members. 

 

 

   

 

   



 

 

 

 

Inauguration of Herbal garden 

A triangular plot has been divided and 

decorated by bamboo fencing. The wall is painted and 

hanged moneyplants ,lucky bamboo and Pathumani to 

show the skill of the club members. 

 

Soil day Observance  

As part of soil day on December ,the students made an awareness campaign regarding the 

soil. In order to make the make students more attentive they organized a posture presentation 

.The posture exhibition was inaugurated by our principal Dr.P. Naseer and delivered a lecture 

regarding the importance of soil. 

 

 

 



World wetland day Observance  

As part of World wetland day (February 

2,2020) Nature club organized a posture 

exhibition. The programme  inaugurated by the 

principal Dr. P Naseer at 12:30 pm in the seminar 

hall . 

There were fifty charts highlighting the 

features and advantages of wetland depicting 

through pictures drawn by students. Some 

students prepared powerpoint to visualize the 

consequence of loss of wetland and urgency to 

protect these ecosystem.  

 

Wetland ecosystem is rich in species  

biodiversity .They made a serious attempt to 

differentiate constructed wetland and natural wetland. 

An appreciation prize is given to  Fathima and  Aparna 

the students of  B.com for pictuarising and exploring 

different type of wetland  analyzing using examples. 

 

 

 

 

 


